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3143 - Lecture 5

Lasttime:representations for (semisimple) Lie algebras

L is a lie algebra offinite dimension over an alg.closed
field A ofchar. zero.

An Lrpn is a lie algebra morphism d:L-ge(r)

/for some vector spaceV, which could have dimt =x)

An L-mobule is a vector space V with a
-

bilinearmultiplication
(XV-V such that

(X) is XV or you

[x,Y7v =x(r) -Y(x) VXireL, veW



Assume is semisimple =>I has no solvable ideals)L
-

Recall:this means thatL
=L, *Lat...*hn

where each Li is a simple
ideal.Thus 2(L) =0
e

where 2(2)=[X+2)adx
=0].4 non-abelian, with no nonzero

proper ideals

Weyl's theorem Every finite-dimensional L-mobule
-

is completely reducible.
Also if:negecy is

finite.din.)then $(L)=sO(V) (gUCV).any L-reph

Ca If dimv=1
and 4:1 + ge(v) then 4(2) =0

Since SIV) =0 if dimV= 1.



As we assume is semisimple, wehave2(H) =0 and

the adjointrepl ad: 2- gets
is faithful.

refine the amordandecomposition of XEL

to be X =xs AXwhere X, Xne
L are the

unique elements
with ad(Xs) =(adXYs and

ad(Xx) =(adXn

This definition is ↑

ambiguous ifitalready this is defined using Jordan

holds that(sge(l decomposition ofelements

for some Vi of ge(V) Cherev=)



Thy If L sgllv) then
the components Xs. and Xn

of the usual Jordan decomposition of ✗ c-L are
both

contained in L , and they coincide with
the components

of the abstract Jordan decomposition of ✗ .

[second claim if a consequence of first, via the

properties defining both decompositions

first claim is nontrivial because
although we know

Xs and Xn are polynomials in X ,
L is not a subalgebra

off gear .]



Pfsketoh V is an
d-module since L c- glad

for each L- submodule WSV define

Lw = { Y c- glad I Ywsw and tracewho}

Since L = [Lil , we have L
s Lw

.

Define L' = n Lw n N gem
(1)

WW submoduleV

let ✗s, Xn be components
of Jordan f

f decamp of ✗ ,
there are in gem { ye glad I [4,4 SL}

Fix ✗EL .
Since ✗s and ✗n ome

polynomials in L , and as ladAll) SL
,
we have Xs, Xnf Ngew,14

Also Xs , ✗n C- Lw for all W . So it suffices to show L =L?



showing thatL =L is a consequence of

Weyl's theorem we (see textbook) o

Thm If L is semisimple amb b:L-gl(V) is an
-

L-reps with
douk<8, thenfor any Xth with

abstract Jordan decomposition X =Xs
+Xn the

usual Jordan decomp ofP(X) is d(x)
=4(x,) +d(xn)

[we saw this earlier for 4 =ad]



of sketch ofthem. We
alreadyknow this holds

ifG=id (basecase]

-

for general k, observe that412)
has a basis ofeigenvectors for

ad4(X)) since I does for adlXs). (In
particular we have

add(X)(k(i))
=(p(Xs),q(Y)] =4((X,,r)

=p(adX)(Y))).
Therefore adP(Xs) is semisimple.

Likewise add(Xn) is nilpotent. But

414) is semisimple so base
case -4(X), =4(Xs) and 4(X)n=4(Xn)

this is because we also have [4(X),d(xn))
=d((xs, xn]) =0



Next:representations
ofsell)=[1,2):**h

Letx =(8d), H =(di), =198).
Then Sez(4) =A-span? X,Wii and

(A,x) =2x

[A,i =-2Y[
Consider an arbitrary Sla(1)-module

V (Xir) =H

offinite dimension. Since
I is[semisimple = (diagonalizable in adjantrepul the the just

praved says thatI must
have a basisofeigenvectors for H.

This property relies on being algebraically closed, so that

all eigenvalues for I are present-



keytakeaway:we may decompose

v =
0 V,where Up =[reVIA =xr]

eigenvalues
Ifor A

Note thatour def ofVI
makes sense even when t is notan

eigaralue for A, butin thatcase VI
=0.

we refer to the eigenvalues ofit as weights and the
x
=1887,

nonzero subspaces VI as wetyspaces y = (ii)

Lemma If veV,and
X-eVxx2 and Nu =Vx-2

PAX = (A,x]v +XHr =2Xv +xAr =(t +2)Xv

-
=> 2X

Argumentto show HYv= (1-2 in is similar. E



Assume our S2(A)-module V has 0 <dim< x.

There mustexist atleastone ICAwith VI +0
=Vxx2

↑ ↑
as to as dinV<N

For this to we have Xv=0 for all voVx
e

eVx+2=0

We call the elements of this vp maximal weight vectors ofV

with weight1.

↳mma Assume
V is irreducible Seu(A)-mobule.

Choose a
maximal weightvector Voelx

Define v =0 and v =Y"vo forks. Then:

(a) Avi =(X-2i)vi
Pf:applyprevlemme since Vie VX-zi

(b) Yvi=(i +1)Vial
PS:bydefinition

() XVi=(1 - i +1)Vi-Pf:
by induction using formulas for

Liebrackets+(a)(b)



continue to assume V is irreducible, dima X.

Since the nonzero vi's are A-eigenvectors with distinct

eigenvalues, theyare linearly independent

There exists a smallestm
with Um *0 = Vmx=Vmx2-----

Then musthave v =A-span? Vo,V., ...,VmY.
↑ ↑
irred. ↑ is a submodule by prevlemma

hence this is equality

In the basis VoV...Unfort the matrices of

A, X,remeral,strictlyuppers, and strictly
lower-

E



Moreover:8 =X0 =Xvmx =(+-m)vm.
↑
by lemma

Car. Thus I =me 30 and the weightof any
-

highestweightrector inan firmed)stc(I)-module isfin,dir

a nonnegative interer, called the highestweight.

Thym Let V be an irreducible seu(A)-wern.
With dimt=m+1<N.

(a) Then V
=Vm*V-mxV-m+-... Um-zUm

implicitinI where each Vi =[veVlAv=iv3 0.

discuss (b) U has a unique highestweightspace ofweightin

(1) For each m=0, there exists
(exactly one irreducible sei(A) module

to prove:check
thatthe formulas for

of dimension mtl, up to isomorphism-> action ofX,TA in previous lemma define
an Szl)-module



Note thatif m=dim-1 is odd then I looks like

Vom*V-me..V.Evoters. Evenm-2

while if m is even, looks like

Y Y

Vom-V-mV_gsv,Eer,E,-..UmUm

->
and of him a

soeeofNoor V,
is nonzero when Vis

irreducible.

Cor If V is anyfinite.dim. Str(A)-mobule then the eigenvalues for

A -sz(A) acting on V are integers,
and ift is one ofthese eigenvalues

then so is 1. Also,
if Vi=Sv+V/Avsiv] then the number of

# -summands in any irreducible decomposition ofV is dimVotdimk.
SPA stc) is semisimple, so we just applyWeel's theorem.i


